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About This Game

Hear ye, hear ye! The Royal Court is going on a three-year expedition to study ruins of ancient importance! The King and his
fellow diggers have sworn off any romantic entanglements, lest you end up in the stocks! This is purely a scientific pursuit,

devoid of the carnal excuses of the flesh! While the body pines, the mind shall banquet!

Yeah, let's see how long that lasts.

Play as Hero, one of the King's fellow Not Grave Robbers as you explore the lost city of Elsinore, all the while ignoring the six
romantic love interests that have been placed in your way so particular-like. It seems that the Princess of France and her three

court maidens have also journeyed to this lost city in order to learn its secrets.

Each character that you choose to interact with has their own story for you to explore, and may or may not have a direct impact
on other stories. Will you forsake love in order to be the best student/archeologist ever? Or will you forsake the thing last said in

order to be the best kisser ever?

Gain Reputation with every character! Lose Reputation with every character! Try to please everyone!

Part Adventure game, part Dating Sim. All Shakespeare. It's the world's most epic stick figure Shakespeare dating sim
adventure game.
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 Engage in witty banter over five acts as you pick and choose which of your fellow compatriots to learn about and totally
not flirt with.

 SENPAI HAS NOTICED YOU! Try NOT to be noticed by the King, Princess of France, or the royal court advisor
amid your going-ons.

 Learn about the history of the Elsinore Ruins or totally just try to make out with other stick figures.
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OS: Windows XP
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VRtheGamers review Carly and the Reaperman:
http://vrthegamers.com/carly-and-the-reaperman-review-theres-no-escaping-fun/#.W0TZUJ-ew0M. Showcase video: This
block is locked...:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L9q22x6Zosw. Keep on moving!:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W55I6Mb-yvA. Official trailer and release date:
Today we have launched our official trailer and at the same time we also announced the release date. The game will available on
June 19th for Oculus Rift and HTC Vive (and Windows MR through SteamVR).

See the trailer here:
https://youtu.be/ERtyq-VPf4Q. Barefoot Gaming reviews Carly and the Reaperman:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CtgWNX3iJWg&feature=youtu.be. Danzinger plays Carly and the Reaperman!:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EaNTlWJqu10. SCOTCHBOX plays Carly and the Reaperman:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bna1hinEPmw&lc=z22zjllojq3gi3man04t1aokgzy4i0nzvre0rdzi5rqrbk0h00410
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